Remote. Relaxed. Related.
Working as a freelancer.
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Vita
•

Working as a Magento developer

•

Freelancer since 2002

•

Working with Magento since 2010

•

Organizer Magento Meetup Cologne

•

Co-Organizer MageUnconference

•

Board member FireGento e.V., Magento Community
Association
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About this talk
•

Pros and cons of a live as a freelancer

•

You want to be a freelancer?

•

You want to hire a freelancer?

#t3dd18
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Time management
Pros
Flexible timing

Cons
No closing time
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Time management
Consequences
•

be consistently (learn to stop working)

•

be strong (start working)

•

be realistic (plan not more than 4 hours programming per day)

•

help yourself (two computers, two phone numbers)

•

holiday replacements (be unplugged for a few weeks per year)
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Clients
Pros
Work with whom you want
Fee choice of projects
(Frontend, Backend, whole shops)

Cons
You need a high popularity to
have the choice
Takes a lot of time to find the best
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Clients

Consequences
Find out, how Google loves you
Trust yourself (The first impression is usually not deceiving)
Find out, whats relevant for you (sympathy, willingness to pay)
Sufficient time to answer everyone
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Self protection
Pros
…

Cons
You need good contracts
You need insurances
You maybe need a lawyer
You are responsible for
yourself
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Self protection
Consequences
Take your time to write good contracts
Never sign unchecked contracts (especially NDA)
Find insurances that calms you down and be sure you need it
Important statements must be made in writing
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Organization
Pros
You need to do it

Cons
You need to do it
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Organization
Consequences
Find a system to distinguish your clients
Find a way to remember you clients
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Calculation
Pros
You can specify your
hourly rate realistically

Cons
Realistically you are not
realistic enough to specify
your hourly rate realistically
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Calculation
Consequences
You need a time tracking system
You need experience
If you don’t have enough experience, ask s.o. who does
Be aware to consider research, organizing, the costs of
consultants, …
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Being alone
Pros

Cons

You usual talk to people
you like

You can’t share knowledge (in
both directions)

You decide when you
want to talk to others

You can’t joke about s.th.
You can’t plan things together
You miss getting an
inspiration
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Being alone
Consequences
Join the community
Use apps!
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Learning
Pros
You decide, what to learn

Cons
You have to learn on your own
You can’t learn everything
You maybe miss s.th. you are not
aware of
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Learning
Consequences
Join the community
Use apps!
Dare to aks!
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Want to be a freelancer?

You need a fallback
You need a “risk appetite”
You need to be a part of the community
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Want to hire a freelancer?
Be honest
Be nice
Be patient
Don’t discuss about the hourly rate (Trust me or not…)
Don’t pretend to have my specialist's expert knowledge
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General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
from a freelancers’s point of view
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Disclaimer:
The contents of these presentation reflect general information and do not represent
any legal advice.
I agree that my name, my biographical data, pictures of my person (photo/ film) as
well as recordings of my voice (audio and audiovisual recordings) will be used to be
published on social technologies and applications like blogs, Twitter, Facebook and
Flickr.
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What this is about…
…it’s about questions:
You have to know which questions are open
You have to know which questions have already been answered
You have to know who gave which answer

…it’s about what the GDPR is about
Personal data of natural persons
The protection of this data
The security of this data
…and what this means for developer
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Old und new buzzwords…
Fundamental principles
purpose limitation
lawfulness of processing
data minimisation
obligation to erase personal data

Data subject rights
right to get notified
right to gain access to the stored personal data
right to be forgotten
right to receive personal data in a machine-readable format
right of information

transparency
data protection by design
data protection by default
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Who is who in that game…

I’m a
buyer

I’m a
shop owner

I’m a
developer

GDPR
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Who is who in that game…
Personal view

Developer’s (or
Magento’s) view

GDPR’s view
(Art. 4 GDPR )

Type

buyer

customer

'data subject'

identified or identifiable
natural person

shop owner

merchant

controller

natural or legal person

developer

service provider

processor

natural or legal person
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What if something happens?
Art. 82 GDPR Right to compensation and liability

I have a damage!

Any person has the right to receive compensation from the controller or processor for the damage
Controller are always liable for damages.
A processor is only liable for damages if he has
not fulfilled his obligations.

$$$

$$$

No one is liable if he can prove that he is not
responsible for the event that causes the damage
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Am I REALLY responsible and liable?
Yes.
Follow-up question:
"But I don’t really process any data. The customer data is only stored in the database backups, I
see the customer data, but I don’t use them.’

If you have access to the data, you are also responsible for the data.

Follow-up question:
"WHY?!?!"

Because someone can get access to the data if you don’t take care of YOUR access to the
server, the database, the admin area.
Follow-up question:
"How can I protect myself?"
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How can I protect myself?
Write a good contract!
A data processing agreement (for a Magento developer) should contain:
which data do you use (customer data, address data, order data)
to which data you have access beyond that like Google Analytics or server logfiles (IP-address)
which data do you not use (credit cart data, photographs, …)
You need to describe:
where do you have access to the data (admin login, database backups, local environment, staging, live)
how do you protect the data (secure passwords, ssh (no ftp!), ssl)
how you ensure that the place where the data is stored (your computer) is protected (passwords, home screen, encoding…)
In my contracts I also have specified that:
the passwords of the customers are not stored in plain text
that I’m not responsible for the source code of Magento itself or extensions from external suppliers
to install patches or upgrades I need the instruction of the controller
my Git-repository contains no personal data
I really only get in visual contact with the data, but I don’t use them
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Do I still need NDA’s?…
In my opinion: yes…
NDA

The GDPR only protects "natural persons". Non-disclosure agreement are often
used to protects company secrets.

What does the law say about confidentiality?
Not much.
The GDPR points out something about ‘integrity and confidentiality’ (Art. 5 GDPR )
And governs in Art. 28 that the processor "ensures that persons authorised to process
the personal data have committed themselves to confidentiality or are under an
appropriate statutory obligation of confidentiality; "
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More follow-up questions about "natural persons"…
What about B2B?

B

B

What if the "buyer"is a company, does this law
protect the buyer in this case?
In my opinion: no, because the
buyer is NOT a natural person.
I asked a lawyer:
"What if someone uses a info@ mail address to
subscribe to a newsletter? Is this mail address
"personal"?
He said: "No, this address doesn’t subject to
the GDPR."
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Right to be forgotten (DELETE), Art. 17 GDPR
"Dear developer, could you please delete all data from Mrs. Meyer?"
What data exactly?
All personal data provided by the customer. For example: customer account, newsletters, etc.
What about invoices?
Invoices do not have to be deleted if they are still necessary for the purposes for which they were collected. Billing data will
therefore normally not have to be deleted, even if the customer account has to be deleted!
What about backups?
Theoretically, this data must also be deleted from all backups
I asked a lawyer:
"Seriously?!?"
He said: "The data may remain in backups if they are stored for one year only."
Follow-up question:
And what if I have to restore the backup later this year, so that the data is
available again? Do I need no to save those requests, so that I can then delete
them again? But do I need in consequence a directory with requests to delete
personal data? And isn’t that forbidden?
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Right to data portability (IMPORT/EXPORT), Art. 20 GDPR
"Dear Developer, Ms. Meyer wants to have her data back and transfer it to Shopify ..."

The goal:
Customer data should be automatically transferred from one shop to another
Which format?
A standardized format is required, but this does not yet exist. It will probably be Json or XML.
Which attribute identifiers?
Again, there is no uniform regulation.
Can one exclude certain data?
Can the customer ask that everything except for certain data be exported (e.g., "fitness center", frequency of visits, etc.)
Is a customer discount something transferable?
Can the customer ask that discounts be transferred?
Which data is included? Only customer data, or orders, additional profile data?
"the personal data relating to her provided to a controller ..."

Follow-up question:
How much may this cost?
GDPR vom
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Final personal question…
"personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); "

Do fingerprints
represent personal
data?
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Thank you!
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